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Pleasing Prospects
♦ ♦>
♦> ♦>

| advertising agent of the Schlitz Brewing Company rough-shod for what it terms his fool-hardy *

❖ policy of the distribution of the half-million advertising appropriation of the brewery.” It hands him *:*

% this bit of sage advice: *

% Let him stop and consider that as a servant of one of the largest brewery concerns
*

❖ in the country it is his duty to make as many friends as possible, PARTICULARLY *

% WHEN THE OPPOSITION TO THE TRADE IS GROWING STRONGER EVERY |
% DAY AND THE PROSPECTS OF ANNIHILATION AND TOTAL CONFISCA- %

| TION OF HIS MASTER’S BUSINESS AND PROPERTY IS A NEAR POSSI- %
| BILITY. He should realize his position and come off his “high horse” and cease posing }

❖ as a German count or something else. *
❖ f
❖ ♦

The Senate Vice Committee
The Illinois senate vice committee has been mak-

ing a searching inquiry to determine the cause and to

offer a remedy for the white slavery evil. It has sum-
moned as witnesses some of the biggest employers of
labor in the state in order to learn, as far as possible,
the average wage paid women and girls.

To what extent, if any, are low wages responsible
for the social evil?

Should there be a minimum wage established?
If so, what should this minimum wage be?
These are some of the questions to be solved by

the senate committee. Their investigation has created
widespread interest. At this writing some of the mem-
bers of the committee are in Washington for the pur-
pose of urging the president to launch a national cru-
'sade against white slavery. They will ask him to call
a national conference of the governors of the states

and of the state committees which have undertaken
the investigation of the evil. Every respectable citi-
zen in the state of Illinois must wish this senate com-
mittee godspeed in its efforts to wipe out the white
slavery curse and to check the social evil as far as lies
within its power.

The city of Chicago appropriated a fund and ap-
pointed a commission composed of some of the most

prominent men of the city to investigate vice conditions.

This commission, after many months of careful investi-
gation, gave a report which was enlightening. The
chairman of the commission is Dean Sumner. In view
of his position and his opportunity for securing facts
relative to the question, no man in Chicago is better
qualified to speak and perhaps no man can speak so
authoritatively as Dean Sumner on the cause of the
social evil. Last summer in an address to mayors
from many cities assembled in convention at Evanston
he made a statement which we respectfully submit tG

all who are seeking to determine the cause of the social
evil. He said:

The second point we want to make in
connection with the vice problem has to do
with its solution. I have never been in a sa-
loon fight, and I approach the subject without
bias. I think the vice commission has as a
whole approached the subject without bias.
We came to the conclusion that there is no
more damnable institution than the saloon as
at present conducted. It is the one thing that
is breaking down our political system, it is the
one thing in every community that is break-
ing down the community. WE FOUND
THAT IT IS THE GREATEST SUP-
PORTER OF THE SOCIAL EVIL, and we


